204
ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 405
4O3. The surface density may also be easily found by the method of inversion*. Proceeding as in Art. 176 we invert the theorem "the potential of a thin spherical stratum of density p0, radius a, at an internal point P is F0 = 47rp0a2/a." Let k'2 be the product of chords through the centre 0 of inversion, so that the sphere inverts into itself. We immediately arrive at the theorem "the potential at a point P' of a thin spherical stratum of density />0' = />0 (tyOQ)3 is F0' = F0 (fc/OP')," where P' lies on the side of the sphere opposite to 0.
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Since the expression just found for F0' is clearly the potential at Pf of a particle F0fc placed at 0, it follows that " the sum of the potentials at P' of the electrical stratum and of the particle (- F0fc) placed at 0 is equal to zero." Let the arbitrary density p0 be such that - V0k=E1 then the sum of the potentials at P' of a stratum
V   f k \3 whose density P=rJ"( no) » and °f tjie lmrticle E placed at 0, is zero, and is
therefore constant throughout the space on the side of the sphere opposite to 0.
If the sphere is to be a solid sphere of conducting matter we place O outside, say at B in the figure of Art. 397. If the sphere is to be a cavity in a conducting medium we place 0 inside, say at C in the same figure. In cither case the density of the stratum at any point Q when acted on by an electrical point of mass E at 0 is
-Elc*
given by kirp—----77^, and the conducting matter is at zero potential.
a. OQ
404.    In the case of a solid conducting sphere the potential of this stratum alone at any point R' within the sphere (being equal and opposite to that of E) is -EjOR'.   Placing Rr at the centre, we see that the quantity E1 of electricity on the sphere is given by E'/a= -$//where/= 0.4.    We also find the potential F at any external point R by inverting the stratum with regard to its centre A as in Art. 399.    The stratum is  unaltered by this inversion.   Its potential at It is
therefore V=l ~7\pi] Tp-    ^ ®' ^e a P°int S11C^ tnat AO.AO' = a*, the triangles
OAR', O'AR are similar and Oil' .AR — Q'R . OA. The potential of the stratum at any point R is therefore E'jO'R and is equal to that of a particle of mass E' placed at 0'.
405.    Lines of force and level surfaces.    To simplify the discussion of these curves, let us consider the case in which the sphere is at potential zero.    We may
* The first determination of the law of distribution of electricity on a sphere when influenced by an electric point was made by Poisson whose method required the use of Laplace's functions. Sir W. Thomson discovered the powerful method of inversion and used it to obtain an easy geometrical solution of this problem. He also expressed the surface density in a much simpler form than that given by Poisson. See Section v. of the 'Reprint of his papers on El<>ctn>*tatic» and Magnetism. The first application of Green's theorem to this problem is to be found in Maxwell's Treatise on Electricity, &c.

